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SHAREHOLDER UNANIMITY AND PROPORTIONAL TRANSACTION COSTS 

In a number of recent papers, attention has been devoted to the problem of 

capital markets in which transaction costs are present. This research has 

been aimed at investigating individual and capital market equilibrium 

(i.e. J. Hayshar [ 14], [ 15 ] , F. Milne and C. Smith [ 16 ] , M. Garman and 

J. Ohlson [ 6 l ) . 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, using the results from the pre

ceding research it aims at developing conditions guaranteeing unanimity among 

shareholders about the investment decision of the. firm in the presence of 

proportional transaction costs
1 and different lending and borrowing rates. 

It is well known that in the literature on the objecttives of the firm, both 

these market imperfections are associated with absence of such unanimity. This 

paper shows that if next to mild assumptions concerning consumers' perceptions, 

assumptions w.r.t. firm output·supplemented with a constraint on financing and 

in some cases also supplemented ~ith broad constraints on the equilibrium 

holdings, agreement about I. a direction of change and 2. both a direction and 

an amount of change in input, among initial and ex post shareholders obtains: 

Second, as it is seen that the unanimity conditions are stronger when a finite 

amount is considered, as compared to merely a proposed direction of change, an 

explanation for the differences is offered. It is shown that these are largely 

due to the fact that the envelope theorem only applies in latter case. 

1. Transaction costs are to be interpreted in a broad sense; they may include 
direct costs and express restrictions on transacting, they may also include 
taxes (for example taxes on realised capital gain) and possibly information 
costs. 

2. Agreement about a finite change is a stronger unanimity result than agree
ment about a direction of change in input (see H. DeAngelo [2] and 
C. Van Hulle [ 20 ] ) • 
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Also, which class of shareholders provides for the input, i.e. the initial 

or final stockholders, will prove to influence some of the results. In 

particular, when the final shareholders execute the plans, unanimity obtains 

more easily. 

After a description of the setting, the consumer problem and its solution 

is presented and discussed, in the case the initial shareholders provide the 

input for the proposed company investment plan. Then sufficient conditions 

for agreement about a proposed direction of change in this plan, are derived. 

Next the same is done w.r.t. finite alterations in input. Subsequently the 

certainty case is considered. After that, the unanimity problem, when the 

final shareholders provide for the input, is discussed. The paper ends with 

a summary of the main conclusions. 

1. The consumer problem when initial shareholders provide for the input 

Consider the simple state preference model which extends for two periods, 

respectively indexed by l and 2. At the beginning of the first period the 

state of the world is known with certainty but at the start of the second 

period only one out of S (S < oo) possible states of the world is realised. 

There is only one perishable good which serves as numeraire and for consump

tion and/or investment in period 1. It is assumed there are a finite number 

N of risky firms in which shares, trading is possible. However on purchasing 

a cost of 100 x e~. percent (e~ .d (O,oo) l) on traded market value is incurred 
~J ~J b b I 

and on selling the cost is 100 x e .. (with e .. E{(O,l)}) • It is assumed 
. ~J 2 ~J 

there are no short selling restr~ct~ons. 

Also it is supposed riskfree lending and borrowing, both by individuals and 

firms at different rates is possible. The borrowing rate for individuals and 

1. Because of the broad interpretation ~iven to the transaction costs, e~. and 
e~. are both firm j and individual i dependent. ~J 

2. BtJding short selling restrictions have been investigated in C. Van Hulle 
[20 J • 
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firms is respectively £ and £F; the lending rate for individuals ~s z 

(w.l.o.g. 1 it is assumed firms do not lend). It is supposed£> z; no spe

cific assumptions concerning £F are made, except that it is strictly posi

tive~ It is taken for granted there are I (I < 00 ) consumers which are in

itially endowed with an a .. (J"=l, ••• , N) proportion of the shares of each 
~J -

of the firms; in addition every consumer receives an exogeneously determined 
3 

~ncome B1i and B2i , respectively at the beginning of the first and second 

period. At time one, each consumer decides about c
6
i' his consumption during 

period one, the proportions of the shares a~. and a .. of the different com-
~J ~J 

panies he purchases and sells and the amounts borrowed and lent (respectively 

denoted by L. and Z.). 
~ ~ 

At the beginning of the second period every consumer receives ~n addition to 

BZi' the output of the firms net of financial charges, in proportion to his 

equilibrium holdings and the proceeds from his lending operations, after re

paying his eventual loan. 

It is assumed each individual takes these consumption-investment decisions 

with a view to maximising his utility function U., which is strictly increasing 
~ 

in its arguments eli' c 2i(l), ••. , c 2i(S), strictly quasi concave and at least 

twice differentiable. 

At time one all firms take up strictly positive amounts of resources x. 
J 

(j=l, ••• , N) through equity financing and debt, respectively in the proportions 

( 1-~ . ) and ~ .• 
J J 

With the aid of the market auctioneer the companies receive 

the equity funds through a costless transfer in funds from the initial share-

holders in proportion to their initial holdings~ 

1. w.l.o.g. =without ·loss of generality 
2. This difference in rates may be a consequence of transformation costs. 
3. B . may depend on the state of the world that obtains 
4. Tfi~ assumption the transfer occurs without cost is not critical. 
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It is supposed corporate output functions Vj are bounded ~n input xj and 

that givP.n the input consumers agree about the amount of output any firm 

will have produced in any state that may obtain at time two! Once the pre

viously mentioned distribution of output net of financial charges is carried 

out, firms are disbanded. 

Within the framework of the exchange equilibrium, which is assumed to ob

tain in the capital market after announcement of the corporate investment 

and financing plans, the consumer has solved the following problem : 

Max 
cli'c2i(l), ••• ,c2i(S), 

U. (ci. ,c2 . (I), •.• ,c2. (S)) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

a a 
a.i 1'. '. a. iN' 

b n 
a i 1 ' • • • a iN' 

Z. ,L. 
~ ~ 

Subject to budget constraints 

b b a a 
c 1 ~ ~ B 1 ~ + 2: a . . (v.+(I-t;;.)x.)(I-e .. ) - 2: a . . (v.+(I-t;;.)x.)(I+e .. )-Z.+L. 

L L j ~J J J J ~J j ~J J J J ~J ~ ~ 

- 2: 
J 

a . . ( 1-l;; . ) X • 
~J J J 

- a b 
c 2 ~ ~ B 2 ~ + 2: (a. . . +a . . -a. .. )(V.-(1+£F)x.l;;.) + Z.(l+z)- 1.(1+£) 

L L J ~J ~J ~J J J J ~ ~ 
Vs. 

nonnegativity conditions 

c 1i ~ 0, c 2i (s) ~ O(Vs); 

a~ . ~ o (¥.) , a~. ~ o (¥.) , z. ~ o, L. ~ o. 
~J J ~] J ~ ~ 

I. As is usual in state preference theory, consumers need not agree about the 
probability of occurrence of any oiie of the states. 
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where v. denotes the net present value of the equity of company j~ 
J 

It is not difficult to see that if individual i perceives himself to be a 

price taker, the preceding problem has a unique and global solution in the 

closed convex setCi,Mofall i's consumption patterns [ c 1i,c2i(l), ... ,c
2
(s)], 

satisfying the budget constraints with an equality sign and fulfiling all 

of the nonnegativity conditions (i.e. also the nonnegativity constraints on 

the a~ .'s, a~.'s, on Z. and L.): When in addition, the nonnegativity con-
LJ LJ L L 

straints on c 1i and c
2
i(s) (Vs) are not binding, the solution can be shown 

to satisfy the following equations : 

( 1 ) L p.(s)(V.(x.,s)-(l+iF)x.~.) 
S L J J J J 

a a b = ( v . + ( 1-~ . ) x . ) ( I +e •• -1f • • ( e . . +e .. ) ) 
J J J LJ LJ LJ LJ 

(2) L p.(s) 
L 

= K.(l+z) + (1-K.) (l+i) 
L L 

s 

au. 
with- p.(s) = 

L 

L 
au. 

- L 

acli 
the implicit price o! individual i for state 

s; it expresses the amount of period one consumption individual i is 

willing to give up to obtain one unit of consumption in period 2 if 

and only if state s is realised~ 

1. It is assumed that (V. (x., s )-C ( 1 +iF)x. )e: fR+ for Vs and Vj; furthermore for 
}f J J J XJ 4f) • 

at least one s e: {1, ••• , S}, (V.(x.,s )-~.(l+iF)x.)£1~++" (In the precedLng 
J J J J 

nt and nl denoted respectively the nOnnegative real numbers and the 
st~ictly p6~itive real numbers). It follows that for there to be no arbi
trage possibilities, necessarily (v.+(I-~.)x.)e:{Jl++ for all j. 

. aJ J aJ b b 
2. Henceforth a nonnegatLve .vector [a. 1 , ••• , a.N' a. 1, ••• , a.N,Z.,L.] which L L L L L L 

from C. M will be called a financial plan, 
L, 

is consistent with an element 
and will be denoted by p .• 

3. The implicit price for p~riod one consumption is put equal to 1 for scaling 
purposes. 
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~J 

-K.£{[0,1]} 
~ 
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if TI •• = 1 the consumer sells part of his initial holdings 
~J 

in company j; 

if TI •• = 0 the individual buys additional stock in firm j; 
~J 

if TI •• £{(0,1)} the investor neither buys nor sells compa
~J 

ny's j stocks. 

if K. = I , the consumer ~s a lender; 
~ 

if K. = o, he is a borrower; 
~ 

if K· 
~ 

= {(0,1)}, the individual neither lends nor borrows. 

Equation (I) is individual's i equilibrium valuation formula of firm j. It 

expresses that his subjective valuation of company j's equity, i.e. 

L p.(s) (V.-(I+~F)x.~.), varies between (l+e~.) times the market value and 
s ~ J J J ~J 

a (1-e .. ) times the market value, depending upon whether he sells, buys or does 
l.J 

not trade in firm j's shares. Furthermore this equation can be shown to imply 

the consumer never simultaneously ~uys and sells shares of the same firm~ 

Equality (2) yields consumer's ~ certainty equivalent. It shows this certain

ty equivalent lies somewhere between (l+z) and (1+~) and depends on the lending 

borrowing position of the individual. In a similar way as equation (1), it 

implies that as long as ~ is perceived to be strictly larger than z, simul

taneous lending and borrowing by the same individual never occurs. 

Remark that even if in this economy the number of independent vectors 

[Vj-(l+~F)xk~k] would be equal to the number of states S, one may not expect 

equality of implicit prices among consumers, since generally the optimal con

sumer portfolios do not receive the same cost treatment w.r.t. the riskless 

opportunity and/or the risky investment opportunities. 

I. For a more detailed discussion in a mean variance world plus graphical re
presentations, see F. Milne and C. Smith [ 16], section 2. 
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2. Unanimity about a direction of change Ln investment 

This section aLms at developing unanimity theorem about a proposed direction 

of change in investment of company k, when the initial shareholders provide 

for the input. It will be seen later on (i.e. in section 5) some differences 

in results obtain when instead of the initial, the final shareholders execute 

the plans. It is assumed the precedingly mentioned proposition comprises the 

direction of change in investment and the way this "alteration" is financed. 

The methodology employed LS the usual one, i.e. differentiation of the consumer 

optimum w.r.t. the input of company k. Therefore, next to the assumptions made 

to derive equations (I) and (2), the following is supposed in addition : 

A. the consumers do not perceive a "change" in investment, financing and output 

of any firm other than k in reaction to or as a consequence of the implemen

tation of the proposal; 

B. they do not.consider the implementation of the proposal to influence in a 

perceptible way neither the share prices of the firms. other than k nor the 

interest rates; 

C. the consumers believe vk and Vk possess finite right hand side (R.H.S.) and 

left hand side (L.H.S.) derivatives w.r.t. ~ at the original input; this 
e 

original input is henceforth denoted by xk. 

It can be shown that the preceding assumptions guarantee the existence of fi

nite R.H.S. and L.H.s. derivatives of Ui w.r.t. company's k input at~· 

If, as is assumed in this paper 

D. portfolio adjustments are allowed in the case the project is implemented, 

the subsequent results suppose in addition, 
·. > m2N+2 . E. there ex1sts a closed and bounded set (K.) E1~ and a number 

L 

(-rk/> EI > 0 such that VL'lx~cl [ O,Tk~} and for any arbitrary choosen 

· ·e _ e 1 e e e e 
pi(xk)E~i(~), there exists a pi(~+L'l~)E~i(~+L'l~) such that 

dp. (x.e) > 
e e e I e I L K I + e IPi(xk+L'lxk)-pi(~) = ~~· de o(L'l~) 

~ 

[ a a b b ll . 
I. ~i(~) = tpi = ail'"'''aiN'ail'''''aiN'Zi,Li max Ui(cli(xk)'c2i(l,~),c2(S,~) 

P· 
with [~ 1 i(~),c2i(I,~), •.• ,c 2 i(S,~)] ECi,M(xk)}7 
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than 

e 
dp. (xk) > 

( ~ ) 
d e 
~ 

e 
.6.xk. 

> 
s (K.) 

~ 
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e and o(.6.~) an amount converging to zero, more rapidly 

< -2N+2 < 
In a similar way a closed and bounded set (Ki) sf~ and number (Tk) < 

can be defined~ 

Theorem 1 : All initial shareholders are unan~mous about increasing (decreasing) 

the original input ~ ~f next to the previously made assumptions the following 

conditions are fulffiled : 

- they all agree about the fact that the "project" is fully debt financed and 

satisfies the condition , 

sided derivative and ItS, fR S respectively the nonnegative and nonpositive 
+ -. m S vectors ~n 11\. ; 

their perceptions concerning the changein net present value can be expressed 

as : 

dvk(A.) V 
(4) ( ~ ) 

d~ 

dvk{T) V 
vk' ( d~ ) 

yiks{[ -1 ,oo)} 

dvk(T) V 
( dxk ) ; 

the change on the basis of original implicit prices and 

a parameter indicating the deviation of the estimation from 

1. If, as in Grossman and Hart [7], no such adjustments are allowed, assump
tion E is redundant. Whenever adaptations are considered, the chain rule 
involves R.H.S. (L.H.S.) derivatives of~.(~). Note that when assumption 
E is made, allowing changes in the portfolio, does not influence 
the outcome of the individual's evaluation process (this is a direct conse
quence of the envelope theorem). However this supposition is made here to 
keep the exposition similar to that of section 3, where the possibility of 
portfolio adaptation in the case the project is accepted, is important. 
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a b 
- for the shareholders having aik > 0, ~espectively aik > 0, there are 

the following holding conditions : 

(5) 

(6) 

with (0
) indicating the current optimal position; 

Then their preferences are determined solely by the perceived direction of 
l change in net present market value. 

Fundamentally the theorem can only guarantee unanimity about simple "projects", 

i.e. only for proposals for which the "additional" period I outlay is zero and 

for which simultaneously in any state of the world, the direction of change 

in output net of financial charges is nonnegative (nonpositive). 
' 

Some may make the reflection that for these kinds of proposals it is evident 

there is unanimity, for which shareholder would be against (in favour of) a 

project for which no additional equity outlay has to be made and which increases 

(decreases) corporate income available for the owners in any state at time two ? 

The answer to this question ~s that due to the availability of (although im

perfect) transaction possibilities, shareholders' estimations of the "change" 

in net present market value and the induced effects on the prices of the second 

period distributions, involving [ Vk-(l+~F)~t,;k 1 are important. For example, 

an individual purchasing additional shares of firm k, may feel himself to be 

worse off if he believes the project will dramatically increase the net present 

value vk and hence the cost of his portfolio. 
ao 

Intuitively, one may expect this to happen when aik is large relative to aik• 

The holding conditions guarantee that, depending on the parameter yik' a~~ is 

small enough in comparison with aik for the cost effect on the portfolio not 

to dominate. 

I. The proof is given in appendix. 
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What is also very important about theo~em I is that the usual linearity con

dition on d~ [ Vk-(l+tF)~~k] is absent, i.e. condition (3) does not imply 

that the preceeding vector can be written as a linear combination of the out

put vectors net of financial charges, available in the market. The fact that 

the theorem seems to allow for the creation of new distributions and simul

taneously the disappearance of old ones (i.e. because the project's distribu

tion is added to the old one) is not difficult to explain. Due to the assumed 

differentiability and the fact that the proposal only involves a direction of 

h h 1 h 1 . 
1 Th f h h ld c ange, t e enve ope t eorem app 1es. ere oE s are o ers cannot make them-

selves better off by adjusting their portfolios in reaction to the adoption 

of the project. Consequently the distributional effects do not matter~ 

What is also special about condition (3) is that it does not depend on the 
dvk(A.) v 

magnitude of the transaction costs nor on the magnitude of ( 1 ) and that 
d~ 

together with the full debt financing constraint it directly defines what are 

"good" and "bad" projects. In fact the condition•that the project be fully 

debt financed could be dropped. However this happens at the expense of the 

creation of some region of indeterminary. Only "good" and "bad" projects fall 

outside of it. 

depends on the 

The difficulty with 

a b costs e .. and e .. on 1] 1] 

this approach however is that this region 
dvk(A.) v 

1. - a 
<--~d-~---) , on aik and aik respectively 

The dependence on so many factors makes 

it impossible to define general conditions whiGh determine whether a project 

is or is not in this region. 

b 
aik and on the project's financing. 

1. Changing an endogeneous variable in reaction to a change in a parameter 
cannot affect the magnitude of the objective function, if the endogeneous 
variables are set optimally (see J. Grossman and J. Stiglitz [8], p. 547 
footnote 1). This point is further discussed in section 3. 

2. H. Leland in L 12 ] and M. Satterthwaite in [ 19 ] found unanimity without 
spanning. One of the reasons why this result obtained is the fact that 
they approximated a finite project by the differential. As a consequence 
the envelope theorem applied and no spanning proved to be necessary. 
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To gain some further insight into what are "good" and "bad" projects, and 

also with a purpose of comparing with the results from section 3, assume 

the project represents a "change" in scale, .e. 

(7) with ~k E: fit . 

Then the subsequent corollary applies (proof in appendix I) 

Corollary 1 : All initial shareholders are unanimous about increasing (de

creasing) the original input ~ if next to the assumptions necessary for the 

derivation of equation (I) and the conditions A, B, C, D, E, F the following 

is assumed 

the "project" u fully debt financed and satisfies condition (7) with 

~ke: fR+ ( f/?._) ; 
- the consumer's perceptions can be described by the next equation 

with M.E:{(O,oo)}, a parameter; 
~ 

a b 
- w.r.t. the shareholders having respectively aik > O, aik > O, the following 

holding conditions are satisfied 

- ao 
(9) a.k ~ a.k(M.-1); 

~ ~ ~ 

( 10) a.k ~ a~ko (1-M.) 
~ ~ ~ 

Then their preferences are determined solely by the"perceived direction of 

change in net present market value. 

Condition (7) together with the full debt financing constraint on the project 

implies, unless firm k has its input completely financed with debt, locally 
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increasing stochastic returns to scale; when t;k=I, constant stochastic re

turns to scale are implied. Hence one can interpret the corollary as saying 

that in the presence of transaction costs one of the unanimity conditions LS 

that the "project" is at least as "good" as the firm on average. 

If for some reason the riskfree lending and borrowing rates would be equal 

(i.e. z = t = tF), contrary to the case without transaction costs, it still 

remains necessary to take the financing decision of the firm k into account 

Ln (J) and (7)~ The reason is that corporate debt financing causes a saving 

on transaction costs whereas personal riskfree borrowing doesn't. Therefore 

firm and homemade leverage are no perfect substitutes~ 

Taking into account the fact that the project does not involve an additional 

outlay for input on the part of shareholders, the assumptions on perceptions, 

(4) and (8) are very general ones. In fact they only imply that when 
d v d ( Vk -( 1+9,F)~t;k] is nonnegative, the consumer believes the change in vk 

i~nonnegative also and when the impact on [Vk-(I+tF)~t;k] is nonpositive, 
dvk(.i\..) V 

that ( L ) LS equally well nonpositive. The only difference between (4) and ~) 
d~ 

is that the former uses original equilibrium implicit prices as a basis, whereas 

the latter uses value additivity. 

Note also the rather remarkable fact that the holding conditions (9) and (10) 

do not involve the transaction costs. Since (7) and (8) do not either, none 

of the conditions of the corollary are (directly) influenced by the transaction 

costs. Finally note that when M. = I, i.e. the consumers perceive value addi-
l. 

tivity, the holding constraints (9) and (10) are redundant. 

1. A full treatment of the effect of different lending and borrowing rates in 
the absence of proportional transaction costs on share trading can be found 
in [ 20 ] • 

2. When lending and borrowing rates are equal, the investors are always perfect
ly able to "unlever" the firm on their own account. 
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When one considers the unanimity issue w.r.t. the ex post shareholders in 

the sense of S. Ekern [3], S. Ekern and R. Wilson [4], H. Leland [II], 

i.e. a~. =a~. = 0 (Vi,j), the preceding unanimity theorem can be considerably 
~] ~] 

strengthened. 

Corollary 2 : There is unanimity about the desirability of an increase (de

crease) in the original input x~ among all ex post shareholders if the follow

ing conditions are simultaneously satisfied 

- the project is fully debt financed; 

h d [ (I II ) J v . h . . fl) s . f1\ s ( t e vector~ Vk- +NF ~~k e~t er ~s ~n ~~+or ~n ~~- Proof ~n appen-
~ dix I) 

Taking account of the discussion following theorem I it should not come as a 

surprise that the corollary does not require either the satisfaction of a 

linearity condition nor that of holding conditions, i.e. because of the enyelope 

theorem no spanning is ,necessary and since initial and equilibrium holdings are 

equal, eventual price effects automatically cancel out. Therefore also no 

assumption concerning perceptions is needed (this last fact is well known). 

It is important to remark the, at first sight rather paradoxical fact that when 

the project is fully debt financed and the marginal vector is nonnega~ive {non-

positive), unanimity may obtain more easily among initial shareholders as the 
a 

transaction costs increase. For as e .. and 
~] 

less and less initial shareholders prepared 

b 
e .. grow larger, one may expect 
~J b 

to transact. Once e~. and e .. are 
~J ~J 

sufficiently high for there to be nobody anymore willing to change holdings, 

corollary 2 applies. 

To end this section it should be noted the preceding unanimity results are con

ditional on the fact that the proposal comprises both the "change" in input 

and the way this "change" is financed, i.e. the shareholders consider the fi

nancing of the project as given. 

I. Cf. D.P. Baron [1 ]. 
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3. Unanimity about a finite change ~n investment 

In the preceding, conditions have been formulated under which agreement is 

guaranteed about a direction of change in the original investment plan~· 

This section aims at investigating the unanimity problem in the case a finite 

alteration 6 in input is proposed. A methodology to deal with this issue in 

imperfect capital markets has been developed in [ 20 ] • Basically the problem 

is split up in two parts~ In the first one unanimity about acceptance, given 

a perceived increase in net present value is looked for. The second one deals 

with establishing agreement about rejection when the Pt:Oject is perceived to 

have a negative net present value. 

The ma~n idea behind part one is the following : if given the predictions con

cerning the effects of 6 on all variables of the present exchange equilibrium 

and conditional upon a perceived positive net present value, any one of the 

shareholders of firm k (initial or ex post) is abl~ to return to (at least) his 

original optimal consumption pattern, the stockholders will agree to accept 

the project. In the second part the reasoning deviates from the one in [ 20], 

because the present problem is somewhat different in nature. For in 

[20] , the set of feasible goods 2 was affected by the project, whereas the con

ditions of the theorems guaranteed t~ set of prices wasn't (i.e. perceived 

price independence). In the current model in fact the reverse happens : the 

set of feasible goods remains unchanged but some of the individuals may find 

that the cost at which they can obtain the bundles of contingent claims is af

fected. However if it can be shown that if a project with perceived negative 

net present value is implemented, for any period two income distribution any 

1. In fact showing unan~m~ty w.r.t. the perceived change in vk ~ould be regarded 
as a third part in the argument. 

2. The set of feasible goods remains unchanged if the project does not affect 
the space of feasible state contingent claims and does not determine whether 
current consumption is available to individuals (Cf. [ 2 ] , p. 22). 
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stockholder may choose, period one consumption 1s below the level that 1s 

attainable in the case 6 is rejected, it follows from the nonsatiation of 

wants, all stockholders are against the proposal. 

Consider the following theorem 

Theorem 2 1 
: All shareholders (initial or final) are unanimous about a change 

~ in the original input ~ if next to perceived price taking on the part of 

the investors and the assumptions A, B, D from section 2, the subsequent con

ditions are fulfiled : 

they all agree about the marginal output vector and the fact that the project 

is fully debt financed ; 

- the marginal output vector net of financial charges is 

- the consumers' perceptions can be described by the following condition 

M.£ { (O,oo)}; 
1 

- the current purchases and sales of holdings satisfy the following conditions 

(13) 

(14) 

- w.r.t. the new optimal portfolios, given that the project is implemented, the 

following conditions have to be fulfiled 

1. Differentiability of the utility function is not necessary for this theorem. 
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with n indicating the new optimal position. 

Then their preferences are determined solely by the perceived direction of 

change in net present market value. 

Proof : see appendix 2. 

It is clear that the conditions of the preceding theorem are considerably 

stronger than those of theorem I. In the first place, unanimity can only be 

guaranteed when the project, given it is fully debt financed, merely represents 

a change in scale of the original vector net of all charges. Second, two sets 

of holding conditions are needed here, i.e. (13) and (14) which are defined 

w.r.t. the optimal portfolio without the project and (15) and (16) which are 

defined w.r.t. the optimal portfolio when the project is implemented. To ob

tain unanimity about acceptance, the proof shows that only conditions (13) and 

(14) are required; to obtain unanimity about reject1on only (15) and (16) are 

needed. 

The differences between theorem I and corollary I and this theorem are due to 

the fact that since finite changes are considered, the envelope theorem does 

not apply anymore. Consequently, a necessary (but not sufficient) condition 

for the market value rule to be valid both w.r.t. acceptance and rejection, is 

spanning, i.e.~ [Vk-(I+~F)~~k] should be expressible as a linear combination 

of the vectors present in the market. Another implication of the absence of 

the envelope theorem is the fact that generally the optima! period two consump

tion pattern changes if the project is implemented. Therefore two series of 

holding conditions are necessary. For if the only effect of the project would 

be the adaptation of the original equilibrium holdings in company k, i.e. a~k 

is adapted by the factor [ (l+~k)] such that a~k = (l+~k)a~k with a~k denoting 

the optimal holdings ink if the project is implemented, conditions (13) and (14) 
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would be sufficient to guarantee agreement. To 
- a,o see this note that the holding 

constraints may 
aik +aik 

be binding only when ~------
l+akk 

= a,n 
a~k + aik and 

b,o 
aik-a.ik 

l+~k 
In words, holding conditions 

. f . h a,o become necessary to avoid dom~nance o pr~ce effects w en aik 

sufficiently large in comparison with 

d b,o 
an aik are 

Wh th t . l d f . 1 a' o d b ' o en ese wo express~ons are so ve or respect~ve y aik an aik and then 

substituted in (13) and (14), conditions (15) and (16) obtain. The,in compari-

son with (9) and (10), additional factors 
1 

and 1 
, are due to 

I +~kMi I +~kM~ 
the fact that finite changes are involved. This is easily seen when one 

imagines akk getting smaller and smaller in absolute value. Then the effect 

of the project can be better and better approximated by the differential; s~

multaneously (13) and (14) approximate more and more the conditions (~) and (10)~ 

1. This can be seen immediately from the proof in appendix 2. 
2. Cf. the explanations in section 2. 
3. In 0. Hart [ 9 ] finite changes in input are considered in the framework 

of large economies w~th an infinite number of firms and consumers. It is 
found that even if there ~s no spanning, consumers' preferences w.r.t. the 
proposed project are solely determined by the sign of the estimated change 
in net present market value. The reason why distributional effects do not 
seem to matter is that 
- on the one hand, the equilibrium holdings of all individuals in any indi

vidual firm is zero in the limit, such that no adaptation of the investors' 
portfolios is necessary to undo the effect on the second period income 
distribution; 

-on the other hand, it is implicitely assumed that consumers' est~mations 
about the change in net present market value are such that they do not 
want to change their equilibrium holdings in the company undertaking the 
project. 

As a consequence no consumer can increase his utility by adJusting his 
portfolio, and one has arrived ~n a situation which, anywhy to a large ex
tend, possesses the same properties as one in which the envelope theorem 
applies. 
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As was the case for corollary I, the holding conditions are redundant when 

perceptions are value additive, i.e. when M. =I. 1. 
Wh a a d/ b b . · d · en e .. = e · an or e .. = e (1..e. the purchas1.ng an /or sell1.ng transaction 

l.J l.J 
costs are consumer and asset independent), there 1.s a strong case in favour 

of assuming such perceptions if company k has perfect subst1.tutes for 1.ts vec

tor [ Vk(I+Q,F~~k]. 

To see this, consider the following simple picture 

l ~ \ 
0 

t 
t 

r VA4-(i->A)x.~ 
tT +(i-~Jx 

I.Tv .,. (:t- ~e) xc. e. i) [>, 

Figure I market values and proportional transaction costs. 

The preceding graph depicts the market value of three firms A, B, C having 

identical output vectors net of financial charges, except for the str1.ctly 

positive scalarJ'B respectively j/c· 1 
With this picture in mind it is easy 

to see that due to the optimality of the consumers' equilibrium portfolios 

(without the project), none of the equilibrium financial plans of the con-
ao ao 

sumers has aiC > 0 and aiA > 0. For whenever the consume: finds 1.t optimal 

to buy additional amounts of a distribution like [Vk-(I+tF)~~k l, he is best 

off by purchasing the cheapest shares, i.e. those of company B. Consequently 
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bo bo I 
it is impossible to have aiA > 0 and aiC > 0 also. In a similar way it is 

. l h bo . . . . 
subopt~ma to ave aiB > 0; th~s ~n turn impl~es none of the ~nvestor has 

ao 
aiB > 0. It follows that if there is to be some transacting in shares 

necessarily vA + (1-~AJxA = (vB+(I-~B)xB)jfB = (vc+(l-~c)xc)Jic• i.e. when 

there is trading, the equilibrium market price of any period two vector of 

contingent cla~ms is unique even ~n the presence of proportional transaction 

costs. 

What does the preceding mean for the analysis in this section ? It implies 

that when there are perfect substitutes
2 

for the vector [ Vk -( I+iF)~~kl and 

a a d/ b b ·1·b · ll b · 'll h h e .. = e. an or e .. = e., at equ~ ~ r1:um a su st~tutes w~ ave t e same 
~J . 2 ~J 

market value. Furthermore when w.r.t. the project the consumers' estimates 

6vk(Ai) would deviate from the value additive one, implementation of the pro

posal would entail differences between perceived market values for vectors 

like [Vk-(l+tF)~~k]. Consequently, as investors understand the market 

system well (this is always assumed), they would know that their assumptions 

are inconsistent with an exchange equilibrium with share trading in the case 

of acceptance. Hence if shareholders bel~eve they w~ll be able to trade, they 

necessarily have value additive perceptions w.r.t. 6. 

The preceding reasoning does not apply when [ Vk -( 1 +tF)~~k ] is unique and 

if transaction costs are not asset and-individual ~ndependent. Then deviations 

from value additivity do not imply anyth~ng w.r.t. the occurrence of trading. 

It should not come as a surprise that also in the case of ex post unan~mity, 

the equivalent to corollary 2 is weaker : 

Corollary 3 : There is unanimity about accepting 6 among all ex post shareholders 

if the project is fully debt financed and 6 [ Vk-(l+iF)xk~k] e:f1i,:. 

1. What is sold necessarily has to be bought by someone and vice versa. 
2. Except possibly for a scale factor j(j. 
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Proof unanimity of acceptance follows from the nonsatiation of wants. 

The preceding corollary does not impose spanning. However in comparison 

with corollary 2, only unanimity about acceptance w.r.t. "good" projects can 

be guaranteed. 

4. The certainty case 

When the set of possible states of nature at time 2 reduces to only one element, 

the situation is considerably more simple~ In fact any project automat1cally 

sat1sfies condit1on (7) or (11). Furthermore the constraint that the proposed 

project is fully debt financed does not imply anyth1ng w.r.t. returns to 

scale. This means that any project, given full debt 
a a b "good" or "bad". Furthermore, when e .. = e and e .. 
1] 1] 

financing, classif1es as 
b = e , and lending and 

borrowing is allowed, there 1s always a perfect substitute 

available. It follows that if there 1s to be simultaneously lending, consumer 

borrowing and share trading 

vk-U+tF)~~k 

vk +( 1-~k)~ 
= 

v.-(1+9-F)x.~. 
J J J = 
v.+(l-~.)x. 

J J J 

(¥j) 

Hence because of the results from section 2 w.r.t. direct1ons of change and 

applying the reasoning from section 3 to finite projects, the subsequent 

corollary appl1es : 

Corollary 4 : Un~er certainty there is unanimity about the desirab1lity of an 

increase (decrease) 1n input on the basis of the perceived change in net present 

market value among all in1tial shareholders, if the project 1s fully debt 

l. When 9. > z and under certainty, one may expect, in the present model, con
sumer borrowing, only when there 1s a strictly positive second period 1n
come Bli' independent from the portfolio dec1sion. 
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f1nanced, tne perceptions satisfy condition (~) and the holding conditions (9) 

and (10). (For ex post shareholder unanimity (8), (9) and (10) are redundant). 

There is agreement about the desirability of a project 6 among all sharehol

ders (both initial and ex post) if instead of conditions (8), (9) and (10), 

it is supposed trading costs are consumer and share independent, there 1s s1-

multaneously consumer lending borrowing and trad1ng 1n the current exchange 

equilibrium and all consumers under consideration believe that, when accepted 

th1s would also take place in the new exchange equ1librium. 

The preceding is illustrated 1n the graph on the next page. 

a a b b Suppose e.. e , e .. = e , there 1s simultaneously consumer lending and borrow-
1J 1] 

ing and share trading. 
e Assume the company first has a fully debt financed input~· This input is 

choosen in such a way that the narket value discount line is tangent to the 1n

vestment opportunity curve OP. 

and its market discount rate is 

figure 2 are related as follows. 

Then the net present value of the equity is v~ 
Vk -(I +9.F)~ 

v = 1+~. The rates R~k and ~k 1n 

vk-cf+£F)~ 
= 1+~ 

Individual i has initial holdings such that his ownersh1p of vk 1s B
1
iE. In 

addition he has an exogeneous period one endowment amounting to o
1
B

1
i; his 

period two endowment is zero. Hence taking account of the transaction cost, 

he can move from the point (D,o 1) (i.e. he invests all of o 1H1i in shares) to 

(C,B
1
i) (i.e. he does not change h1s initial holdings) and then further to 

(O,E) (i.e. he consumes all his wealth at time 1)~ 
' Suppose t:l:J: axnpany "1.\U\lld nDVe from the tangency input to tl::e :input{. The picture shows that 

1. The set (D,o 1) + (C ,B 1.) + (O,E) is an efficient one, in the sense that under 
the current assumption~ the consumer cannot increase his consumption in a 
period while leaving that of the other unchanged, by for example lending and 
borrowing 1nstead of transacting in asset k. 
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the perceived new consumption opportunity set open to the consumer is the 

kinked line (D', Oi), (C', Bji), (O,E'). It is clear this set is strictly 

dominated by the previous one. Therefore the consumer was better off be

fore the change and this independent tram the satisfaction of holding condi

tions. Th1s solution always obtains when the follow1ng relationship 1s 

satisfied : b[Vk-(I+£F)~] = ~k [vk-(l+iF)~] ~6 vk(Ai) = ~kvk, i.e. 

the marginal project is perceived to be valued 1n the same way as the compa

ny. Graphically this relationship is retlected in the tact that the market 

value (discount) lines with and without the project, 1.e. the lines which 

pass through the po1nts ((Vk-(l+£F)~),O) and (O,vk) respectively 

((Vk-(l+iF)~),O) and (0, vk)' are parallel. 

Consequently the line segments (D,0 1)- (C,B 1i) and (D',Oi)-(C~Bji) respec

tively (C,B
1
i)- (O,E) and (C',Bii)- (O,E') are parallel also. It follows 

directly from the preceding parallellness properties the consumption oppor

tinity sets do not intersect such that there is complete dominance. 

In addition the picture shows that the optimal company investment decision 

is the one wh1ch uses the fir.m's borrow1ng rate as a cut off criterion; this 

rate need not be equal to the market discount rate! 

1. At this point a comparison with the unan1m1ty results obtained by G. Pye 
[ 17 1 in a multi period certainty framework with lending and borrowing at 
different rates but no share trading, can further' highlight the previous 
solution. G. Pye defines the generating present value of a project to be 
the minimum amount needed now to obtain an amount equal to the financial 
streams which the project generates and at the time the project generates 
these streams. Also he calls the realizable present value the maximum 

.amount obta1nable now tram the project's financ1al stream. Since no share 
trading 1s allowed, there is no estimation problem concerning 
dvk(Ai) 

dx or 6 vk(Ai). When trading is allowed there 1s such a problem but 

und~r certa1nty it is only a very limited one when transaction costs are 
firm and individual independent. As it is assumed there are also lending 
and borrowing opportunities, a perfect substitute tor any company's output ••. 
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••• net of fin~ncial charges is always available. Therefore, if it is assumed 
that there would be also some trading (since it is assumed that firms at 
least partly debt finance, there necessarily nas to be some lend1ng), g1ven 
the proposal 1s accepted, percept1ons are necessar1ly value additive and 
holding cond1tions are redundant. 
Then following G. Pye [ 17] , one would tinct that projects having a posi
tive akk possess a positive realizable net present value amounting to 
akk(vk+(l-~k)~)\1-eb) > 0 and those with negative akk a negative generat1ng 

value of ~k(vk+(J-~k)~)(l+eb) < 0. Hence as to [ 17], on page j0, there 

is unanimity about acceptance if ~k > 0 and agreement about rejection 1f 
~k < 0. (hence this is an accord with the conclusions of the present paper). 

When there is currently no share trading but positive lending (this may happen 
v.-(1+1F)x. _ 

when J J J < (l+z)(l+ea) (Vj)) and shareholders believe this would 
v.+(l-~.)x. 

J J J 
still be the case when the proposal is accepted, the previously derived re
sults of this paper predict unanimity. The reason is, that since 
ao an bo bn . 

aik = a 1k = aik = aik = 0, all hold1ng conditions are redundant and the con-

sumers' optimal portfolios are not affected by tne price eftects induced by 
dvk(Ai) 

d~ 
In that case the realisable net present value of a project with akk > 0 

1 
could be defined as akk(Vk-(1+1F)~~k) I+l > 0 and the generating net pre-

1 
sent value when ~k < 0 as ~k(Vk-(1+1F)~~k) l+z < 0, Again G. Pye's paper 

would predict agreement. 
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5. A model w~th final shareholders providing for the input 

Suppose that the initial shareholders write binding contracts w.r.t. the firm's 

financing and investment decisions. These plans are afterwards executed by 

the final stockholders. 

Because of the cost which has to be pa~d on total traded value, there is an 

~ncentive to act in th~s way, since as long as the input has not oeen pa~d for, 
1 

the shares are traded at their net present market value. 

ln comparison with section 2, the consumer problem does not change, except that 

presently the budget constraints are the following 

b b a a -a b 
c 1 ~ < B 1 ~ +Ea. .v_(l-e .. ) -Ea. .. v.(l+e .. ) - Z.+L - E ~a. .. +a. .• -a. .. ) 

L L j ~J J ~J j ~J J ~J ~ ~ J ~J ~J ~J 

(I - ~.)x. 
J J 

- a b 
c.,~(s) <B.,~ + E(a. .+a. .. -a. .. )(V.(x.,s)-~l+R.F)x.~.) + Z.(l+z)- L.(I+R.) ¥s. 

kL kL j ~J ~J ~J J J J J ~ ~ 

The optimality condition (2) remains unaffected by this change, but instead of 

(I) one obtains presently : 

a a b (17) E p.(s)(V.(x.,s)- (!+R.F)x.~.) = v.(l+e .. -;r •. {e .. +e .. ))+ (1-~.)x .• 
s ~ J J J J J ~J ~J ~J ~J J J 

Clearly, the only change is that the subject~ve valuat~on of the part of input 

financed by equity is independent from the buyer-seller position of the investor. 

Concerning the unanimity results, everything in sections 2 through 4 remains 

valid. In addit~on, it can be shown, using the same methodology as ~n appendix 

1, respectively appendix 2, all conclusions involving projects satisfying 

I. For the same reason there is also an ~ncent~ve to f~nance with debt. 
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equation (8) or (11) continue to hold when the full debt financing condition 

on the proposal is replaced by the following ones : 

Conditions (18) are also rather strungent, s1.nce together with the constraint 

on the output vector, they implicitely assume 

1. locally constant stochastic returns to scale and 

2. the project's input financing is the same as that of the company as a whole. 

Hence agreement can al.so _be guaranteed when next topossibly nolding constraints 

- the output vector is locally decomposable, snowing locally constant stochas

tl.c returns to scale; 

1.n addition the project's debt/l.nput-p~oportion (i.e. its financ1.ng) is the 
- - I 

same as the tirm's average. 

Again under certa1.nty agreement obtains more eas1.ly since output functions are 

automat1.ca1ly decomposable and value additive perceptions are more eas1.ly justi

fiable. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper has developed conditions under which shareholder unanimity obtains 

about a proposed project from the 1.nitial as well as the ~x post shareholders' 

po1.nt of .view. Both directions of cnange and hni te al terat1.ons 1.n company 

investment are considered 1.n a tpossibly) incomplete market, 1.n the presence 

of different lending and borrowing rates and proportional transaction costs on 

1. It is seen in [ 20] that when these two conditions are satisfied and if 
consumer's percept1.ons are value add1.tive (in the present model this 1.s 
sufficient for the holding constraints to be redundant), agreement 1.s guaran
teed in a capital market with different lending and borrowing rates and no 
snort selling poss1.bilities. 
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share trading. It has been seen that, when inLtial shareholders provide 

for the input, unanimity can be obtained if the project LS fully debt fi

nanced and satisfies a constraLnt on the output vectors. These conditLons 

together can be interpreted~ saying that agreement generally requires that 

the project be at least as "good" as the firm on average. Depending upon the 

perceived effect on net present market value, the precedLng conditLons even

tually nave to be supplemented by constraints on the equilibrium purchases 

and sales of shares. 

Differences in the constraints which obtain , depending upon whether the pro

ject only represents a direction of change or a finite alteration, nave been 

explained. Lhese differences could be mainly attributed to the envelope theo

rem, which only applies in the case of a dLrection of change. Under certainty 

several of the previous conditLons prove to be redundant, such that unanimity 

obtains quite easily. 

Finally it is seen that when the final shareholders provide for the input, there 

are some differences Ln results. In particular in this case unanLmity also 

obtains if the subsequent conditions are satisfied : next to possibly holdLng 

conditions, the output vector is locally decomposable and shows locally con

stant stochastic returns to scale; Ln addition the project is financed Ln the 

same way as the company on average. 

In summary, tne present paper shows that in the presence of proportLonal trans

action costs, unanLmity can be guaranteed under quLte more general conditions 

than was hitherto believed. 
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Appendix I Unanimity and directions of change 

Proof of theorem I 

Assuming w.l.o.g. that d~ is positive and indicating a R.H.S. derivative by 

the symbol (d~.))>, the scaled direction of change in maximal util1ty, brought 

about by the implementation of the project is : 

(AI) 

with 

ao > a . 
- 2: (...2:1.) 

J d~ 

dZ~ > dL~ > 
(v.+(l-~.)x.)(l+e~.) - (d 

1
) + (---d 

1
) + 

J J J 1] ~ ~ 

a~~ > a~~ > 
- 2: p.(s) 2: (d1

J) (V.-(l+£F)x.~.)+ 2: p.(s) 2: (d
1

J) (V.-(1+£F)x.~.) 
51 j ~ J JJ 51 j ~ J ]] 

( 1 +£) 

consumer's 1 point estimation of the "change" in net pre-

sent market value; 
~ 

- ~k the project's proposed debt/input -ratio-. 

ao ao bo bo 0 0 
dail > daiN > dail > daiN > dZ. > dLi > 

[ ( d~) •.• ( d~) ( d~) ••• ( d~) (d~) (d~) - the vector 
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ciTT. > 
It ~s clear that since I 

-- > au. 
~ 

l 
0, as long as au .. 1--~) < 0 ; , , ~nvestor ... ~s 

d~ 
~ 

ac-. 
I~ 

act. 
dU ~ 

~ > 
(--) ~ 0 
d~ ' 

strictly against the project; . f 1 
~ au. he ~s ~n favour of ~t. The 

~ 

ocli 

remainder of the proof consists mainly ~n s~mplify~ng (AI). 

As 
ao and b 

CL~k CL~k are never both nonzero, three different cases are to be considered: 

a) 
ao 

0 and bo 
0 CL~k > ail<. 

b) bo 
0 and ao 

0 (lik > (lik = 

ao bo 
0 C) (lik (lik 

a 
a) When aik > U, using the optimality condition (I) and taking account of the 

fact that by assumption ~k = 0, the change ~n individual's i demand price 

for firm's k 
dvkl'r) > 

shares based upon init~al implicit pr~ces (denoted by 

( d~ ) ) is def~ned as 

dvk (-r) > 

(Al) ( d~ ) 
dVk. > 

=L: p.ts) (-)- (l+~F) ~k 
s ~ dxk. 

L 0. (S) 
·~ 

s 

Equation (AZ) w~ll be used to substitute into (AI). 

Because the portfolios in ¢i(~ + ~~) offer the same utility, the investor is 

indifferent between them 
dp. > 

~ 
such that (-d ) E: (K.). 

~ ~ 
hand side der~vative at 

and one may assume w.l.o.g. the portfolio is choosen 

Hence one may accept that ~. has a finite right (left) 
~ 

e 
~· 

Consequently the implicit price p.(s) and therefore also the~ .. 'shave finite 
~ ~] 

right (left) hand side derivatives. Since the project merely represents a 
b da .. > 

direction of change, it follows that (~) may be nonzero only if~ .. = 
d~ ~] 
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a 
dZ. > cia . > dL. > 

and _2l) of if = 0; similarly ~ (-~) 0 only '1T •• (dx ) respect~vely can \d~ ~J 
k d~ 

I 
be different from zero only when l: P. (s) respectively E p (s) = -- = l+i ~ l+z ~ s s 

Therefore for the present class of shareholders (AI) reduces to 

I 
\A3) au. 

~ 

dU. > 
~ 

.(d) 
dv (A.) > dvk(T) > dvk(T) > 

= a. ao ( ( ~ ~ ) ( I +e a) - ( ) ) + a. ~k ( ) 
~ - ik ~ d~ .L d~ 

acli 

which after substitution of (4) can be rewritten as 

1 
\A4) au. 

~ 

acli 

dU. > 
~ 

.(d) 
~ 

dvk(-r) 
Because for everyone ( )> has the same sign, preferences are determined 

d~ 
dvk (A.) > 

solely by ( ~ ) (which has also the same sign for every shareh9lder) when 
d~ 

the second factor of the R.H.S. of (A4) is nonnegative or when (5) holds. 

b) In a similar way one finds for the initial shareholders with a.~k > 0 

= 

dvk(-r) > dvk(A.) > 
The sign of the preceding equation has the sign of ( d~ ) and ( ~ ) 

d~ 
when condition (b) is fulfiled. 

c) For the shareholders having a.:~ = a.~~ = 0 one finds 

(A6) 
1 

au. 
~ 

acli 

such that for this class of individuals no holding conditions are required. 
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Proof of corollary I 

It is not difficult to see that when the project satisfies condition (7) and 

preferences condition (8), equation (A3) reduces to : 

I 
(A7) au. 

1. 
acli 

dU. > 1. . <-a-) 
~ 

Since (l+e':.), 
l.J (vk+(I-~k)~)Eni++' preferences are determined solely by the 

sign of '\k and 

is satisfied. 

dvk (1\) > ao -
hence ( d ) when (- a.k(M.-1)+ a.k) ~ 0 or when (9) 

~ 1. 1. 1. 

In a similar way it can be shown that when condition (10) is fulfiled, all 

shareholders having 
dvk (1\.) > 

bo 
aik > o wish the project to be implemented when 

( d 1. ) ~ 0. For the individuals with 
~ . . dvk(Ai) > 

determ1.ned by the Sl.gn Of ( d ) 
xk 

Proof of corollary ~ 

ao bo 
a.k = a.k = 0, preferences are also 1. . 1. 

Corollary 2 follows immediately from equation tA6). 
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Appendix 2 Unanimity and fin1te changes 

Proof of theorem 2 

Step 1 : all shareholders perceive the same direction of change 1n the net 

present market value. 

This follows immediately from condition (12). 

Step 2 : if ~vk(Ai) 1s nonnegative, all initial shareholders are 1n favour 

of the project. 

The shareholders can always undo the effect of the project on their second 

period income distribution by simply 

firm k by the factor 1/(l+~k). For 

- ao 
implies changing from (aik~ik) to 

bo 

adopting their equilibrium holdings in 

the stockholders having a~k > 0, this 
ao 

a.k+a.k b 
1 1 f h . 0 
1 ; or t ose w1th a.k > 0 the 
+~k 1 

aik-aik 
adapted holdings are ~1----. _+~k 

, and finally for those not trading, it implies 

aik 
changing from a 1.k to . 

l+~k 

It is now shown that if 6vk(Ai) ~ 0, after the preceding adaptation, period 

one consumption is at least at the same level as in the case of non acceptance. 

It then follows from the nonsatiation of wants, that if 6vk(Ai) ~ 0, there 

is no opposition against the change. 

a 
a) For a shareholder having aik > 0 the change in period one consumption, when 

simultaneously ~k > 0, the project is_ accepted and he adapts his holdings 

such that his consumption in any time 2 state of the world is unaffected, 

is : 

ao 
a.k+a.k 

1 1 )(I +e~ ) 
l+~k 1k 
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ao 
a. ik -+a ik 

Equation (Bl) assumes that ~ a.ik; the case in which this 1s not so 
l+~k 

is considered next. 

The first term on its R.H.S. represents the change 1n outlay if the holdings 

are not adapted. The second term is the impact on eli due to the change from 
a 

- a a.ik+a.ik 
\a.ik+a.ik) to l+~k , where this change is effected at the perce1ved price 

after the implementation of~. 

The preceding equation easily reduces to 

Therefore ~eli~ 0 as soon as condition (13) is satisfied. 

- a 
a.ik+a.ik 

l+~k 
In the case ~ aik' the change in eli is 

which can be rewritten as 

~eli~ 0 because every term in the R.H.S. of (B4) is nonnegative. 

· · f h ld h · bo 0 h b) Do1ng sim1larly or the share o ers av1ng a.ik > , t e change 1n c
1
i 1s 

1. Because akk > 0, the case > a.ik cannot occur. 
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This expression reduces to 

such that 6c 1i ~ 0 as soon as condition (14) is fulfiled. 

ao bo 
c) For shareholders having aik = aik = 0, the effect of a similar procedure 

on c 1i would be 

Because necessarily 

Step 3 : if 6vk(Ai) is negative, all shareholders are not in favour of the 

project. 

It is clear that ~n the present model, the change in scale of the vector 

[vk-(l+~F)~~k] does not alter the set of feasible time two contingent claims. 

In contrast, the prices at wh~ch, after transaction costs, these claims are 

obtainable may change, depending both on 6vk(Ai) and the initLal holdings. 

Hecause of the nonsat~at~on of wants, there will be unanimity about reject~on 

of the project whenever for any period two income dLstribution period one 

consumption is below the level that is obtainable in the case~ is not accepted. 

If this situation occurs if and only if the estimated net present market value 

is negative, shareholders wish rejection on the basis of 6vk(Ai) being negative. 

Suppose that ~k < 0, such that 6vk(Ai) is negatLve also. Assume that Lf the 

project is accepted, consumer i perceives his current optimal portfolio to change 

n [ an an an nb bn bn n n ] 
to Pi,z = ail''''' aik' ••• ,aiN' ail''''' aik''"'' aiN' zi,Li 

( 
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a) Assume that for investor i, a~k ~ aik' 

Without the project the new optimal second period income distribution could 
n n have been purchased also, just by changing aik to (l+~k)aik or to adjust 

bn b~ h b~ . d f' d ( ) n - b~ aik to aik were aik 1s e 1ne by l+~k aik = aik-aik' 

If in comparison with the situation in which simultaneously the project is 

rejected and the individual adopts the finacial plan p~ = [a~n1 , ••• , 0, ••• 
b b b 

1,z 1 
an n ~ n n n] h h · · d · a.N' a. 1, ... , a.k, •.• , a.N' z., L. , t e c ange 1n per1o one consumpt1on 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

is negative, the investor is against~. 

The change in c 1i is the following : 

bo b~ 
i.e. the R.H.S. of (B8) is equation (B5) with aik replaced by aik' 

b~ 
a .k( 1-M.) 

- 1 1 It follows that the preceding equation is nonpositive when a.k# 1 M 
1 +~k i 

2 

b~ 
n aik -aik n 

After substitution of a = ~----- and of a 1.k 
ik l+~k 

- ( bn transformed into aik ~ 1-Mi)aik' 

bn = aik~ik' this inequality is 

1. Generally the financial plan p~ will not be optimal in the case of non 
• 

1 'z h h d' acceptance, however th1s even strengt ens t e prece 1ng argument. 
2. The condition ~kM. > -1 assures this expression is well defined. The in

terpretation is tfiat, given acceptance, consumers perceive the firm still 
to have positive value, i.e. [vk+(1-~k)xk + ~kMi(vk+(l-~k)~] s ~++' As 

it 1s assumed that the firms are risky, debt is riskfree and ~k > -1, there 

1s at least one s~s{I, ••• ,S} such that [Vk(~,s~)-(l+tF)~~k + 

~k [Vk(~,s~)-(l+tF)~~k]lsnl+· 
Hence the condition a kM. > -1 can be interpreted as one excluding arbi
trage possibilities (~ee1also footnote 1 page 5). 
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b) Consider the case a.ik < a.~k < l+~k 

Reasoning similarly, the change 1n eli is 

which can be rewritten as 

36 

bx 

(BlO) t.c 1i 
bx b a.ik-a.ik - b 

[-a..k(l-e.k)-(l+a.kM.)(--:-1 --- a..k)(l+e.k) ] 1 1 K 1 +~k 1 1. 

Since all terms within the square brackets are negative, ~eli < 0. 

-
. n ::d: a.ik 

c) Suppose that for investor 1 a..k ~ ~---
, 1 l+~k 

ax 
Similarly to the case first considered, a.ik' the adjusted purchasing position, 

n - ax 
is defined by the equality (l+~k)a.ik = a.ik+Ctik 

The change 1n e 1i is 

- ax a.. +Ct.k 
i k. 1 ) ( 1 +e ~ ) 
l+akk lk 

From a comparison with (Bl) and (B2) it is clear the R.H.S. of the preceding 

equation is nonpositive when ai~ 
- .ax 

(M. -1) 
1 After substitution of 

a.ik+().ik 

l+~k 
n - an 

and of a.ik = a.ik+a.ik' this inequality transforms into 

- ::d: an a.. k ~ (M . - l ) a.. k • 1 1 1 
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